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"There appears to be no evidence that the American people
themselves are even aware of the catastrophic events soon to
overtake them."
—
Steve LeFemine, independent
candidate for Congress
"Our worst fears confirmed! We are suffering a coup d’etat
in America. It is in the final stages of completion...the
program to abrogate American Sovereignty...May God have
mercy on America."
—
Lawrence Patterson Criminal
Politics (May-June 2006)
The evidence is overwhelming. There is absolutely a wicked and devastating plot and conspiracy
to overthrow America. The traitors are now confident they will soon wash over 225 years of
American tradition and history down a sinkhole. If their foul plan succeeds, the vision we as
patriots once had of a strong, prosperous nation of liberty, freedom and prosperity will soon
vanish beneath a cavernous cesspool of forgotten dreams.
Over the years I have personally withstood a torrent of abuse and ridicule over my assertion that
a small clique of traitorously evil men and women were plotting to bring down the walls of
history. Still, I soldiered on, enduring the cruel arrows of ignorant and malicious critics. I refused
to play along and keep quiet, and I have done my best to expose their heinous plot to shutdown
the fabled American experiment in freedom and self-government.
Among the evil culprits I fingered over the years were such anti-American globalist groups as
the Council on Foreign Relations (CFR), the Trilateral Commission, the Freemasons and the
Bilderbergs. All play important roles in the on-going conspiracy. But behind them all is the
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satanic influence and power of Zionists. Zionists, in fact, are the real, but, so often, unheralded
authors of the globalist plot.

Stepping Out Of the Shadows
Now, finally, this traitorous clique of elitists has stepped out of the shadows into the light. No
longer need they fear public disapproval. So effective has been their psychological brainwashing
campaign and their dumbing down of the
This is the Council on
citizenry, the arrogant plotters believe
Foreign Relations
they can finally come out and defiantly
document requiring
show themselves. Evidently, they think
President Bush and the
that no one is able to stop or even delay
U.S. Congress to
their bold plot to murder—yes, murder—
dissolve the United
America.
States as an
independent nation and
allow Mexican illegal
aliens free access to
America’s land and
resources.
The CFR has even published its despicable plan in a book, entitled Building A North American
Community. Authored by three elite members of the New York-based organization, the book
calls for the ending of American sovereignty and the overthrow of the American Constitution
and government.
The CFR's membership of 4,275 conspirators, backed by the organization's predominantly
Zionist Jew leadership, demands that, by the year 2010, America as we once knew it will no
longer exist. By that date, the Illuminati intends that the following be achieved:
(1) A new currency, called the Amero, replace the dollar.
(2) All borders between Mexico, the U.S.A., and Canada be erased
and the Border Patrol retired.
(3) A North American Parliament Group, composed of Mexican
politicians and U.S. quislings, take over legislative authority,
superseding our own Senate and House.
(4) A North American Judicial Council, or Tribunal, take over the
judicial function and demote the U.S. Supreme Court to an advisory
only role.
(5) A joint Executive Authority be set up, possibly with its capitol in
Mexico City or Toronto, to dictate to U.S. citizens the terms of
surrender.
(6) The 106 million citizens of Mexico be given full rights by the
defunct U.S.A. and be allowed to enter our territory, re-conquer and
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seize whatever lands and property they wish within the once sovereign
U.S.A.
(7) The Bill of Rights be abolished and a new North American
"Declaration of Rights" be drawn up. It will comprise a shrunken list of
abridged, government granted privileges more suitable to the changed
times.
(8) Over 100 million Mexicans living South of the Border, plus 20
million more Mexicans now residing illegally in the U.S.A., will be
awarded full social security and medicare benefits and have full job,
voting and other rights granted to them. American taxpayers will foot
the bill.
(9) Mexican workers will be given affirmative action and preferential
job quotas. Millions of Anglo-Americans will lose their jobs.
(10) Hispanic-owned corporations will be favored with government
grants and contracts. The economies of Mexico, the former U.S.A., and
Canada will be totally merged and a 4-football fields wide NAFTA
super highway is already being built. Thousands of air-polluting
Mexican trucks and vehicles will rumble up I-35 and disperse to the
various states.
(11) The 50 existing American states will be formally dissolved and the
former U.S.A. will be divided into ten weakened administrative regions.
Some will have Mexican leaders appointed over the local, formerly
American citizens.
(12) Spanish and English will both be recognized as joint official
languages. Mexican textbooks critical of United States history and
disrespectful of American "gringo" traditions will be required in all
North American schools.
(13) The North American Union will join the European Community and
the ASEAN (Asian) Union as the three major subdivisions of the
planned global governance system, as envisioned by Rockefeller’s
Trilateral Commission.
Bush, Mexico's President Fox, and
Canadian Prime Minister Martin relax
and chat just after signing a new, CFRprepared pact designed to dissolve the
United States as a separate and
independent nation. President Bush and
congressional leaders are now pushing
for amnesty and full citizenship for all
Mexican illegals in the U.S.A. That is
only one of scores of changes that must
take place by the year 2010, according
to the CFR agenda.
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This is Nothing Short of Treason!
As shocking as the CFR plot is, equally upsetting is that President George Bush, Mexican
President Vicente Fox, and Canadian Prime Minister Paul Martin met in Waco, Texas, March 23,
2005, and signed a secret pact called the Security and Prosperity Partnership. That pact, prepared
by CFR and Bilderberg administrators, sets forth step-by-step what each nation must do to insure
the new, merged slave "nation," the North American Union, is fully operational by the year 2010.

North America’s Super Corridor
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Franklin Delano Roosevelt opened the doors of government for the socialist/globalists to apply
their ‘planning’ techniques upon unaware American citizens. Borders between Canada,
Mexico, and the U.S.A. were to be eliminated as well as the boundary lines separating the 48
states. Hawaii and Alaska had not yet become ‘states’. F.D.R’s National Resources Planning
Board in which this subversive planning for global government was engineered was declared
‘unconstitutional’ in 1942, and the NRPB was ordered to be closed down because of the
vigorous outcry from patriotic people who learned what F.D.R. was planning. The intent was
to install a whole different foreign system of governing over the people of this nation. The
Congress was fearful of the exposure and they had to order the NRPB to be closed down. All
funding was ordered by the Congress to be stopped. As time passed, Roosevelt died and Harry
Truman picked up the pen and signed the Roosevelt/Hiss inspired United Nations Charter,
which activated an international management system over the world. When Eisenhower came
into office he re-instituted the NRPB under a different name in 1959. It was then called the
“Advisory Commission of Intergovernmental Relations”. Funded by Rockefeller money, it
spent scores of years drafting model laws for statesmen and Congressmen to use which would
gradually alter the system, seep its strength, and permit the conversion of the U.S.A. into
machinations as you see in maps such as above. The united “states” were to be replaced by a
totalitarian communitarian global management system. International transportation planning
only is being shown above, but the intent has been to take away land, cars, guns and American
sovereignty and to integrate the people of these countries not only economically, but in every
facet of human relationship. You will not be allowed free use of your automobile! Look for
Canamex and the various Corridor maps also on the Internet. Treaties such as NAFTA,
CAFTA, FTAA make such sedition possible. This ‘super corridor’ will be 4 football fields
wide. Eminent domain which will seize people’s private land is endorsed by George Bush’s
E.O. 13406. The East, West corridors are not shown here. Now you may find various maps,
maps not only revealing the plans for merging all the North American countries into one
government, but altering the whole world. Some candidates for election in the U.S.A. today
push the global system upon the unsuspecting people by calling it “democracy”. Landowners
haven’t been able to catch on due to the political double talk! Some people enjoy planning
other people’s lives for them whether the victims want that kind of cradle-to-grave tyrannical
militarized government or not! How about you, my friend? Here is where your tax money has
been going!

Two sites, which will show the other corridors, can be found at:
http://www.infratrans.gov.ab.ca/INFTRA_Content/docType59/Production/Canamex-TradeBrochure.pdf#search=%22Canamex%20Trade%20Corridor%22 and
http://fina-nafi.org/eng/integ/corridors.asp?langue=eng&menu=integ
There are four corridors in all from North to South. These corridors have interlocking
transportation routes (toll roads) all over the United States, going East to West.
The toll money from people who use these roads goes to those foreigners who are financing the
construction.
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